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1 Abstract
Operators across the world are increasingly realizing the imperative of
transforming their IT systems. Driven by the need to focus on new products and
services, while countering increased competition from Internet players, operators
are looking to ensure their IT systems are in sync with the need of the hour. Key
factors driving this change include a renewed push from telcos to cut down on
their time-to-market while cutting down on their costs. Telcos will have to bear
in mind that a successful IT transformation is the result of the coming together
of a variety of elements from the business and IT side of operations. In doing
so, the first step is to identify and understand the building blocks of a business
transformation. Thereon, a strong understanding of the key success factors of a
transformation program completes the early steps towards creating a large-scale
successful IT transformation.
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2 Rationale for IT
Transformation

Convergence of services
and networks is hastening
the need for upgrading IT
systems

Operators are increasingly looking to launch new services for driving revenues
while optimizing current systems in order to reduce their cost structure.
The need to launch new services has a direct impact on operations and IT
infrastructure as operators need to upgrade their IT systems for supporting an
expanded service portfolio. In order to address these growing requirements,
operators are launching comprehensive renewal transformation programs that
involve a shift from the current bespoke processes1 to standardized processes
supported by packaged solutions and out-of-the-box IT implementations.
In this section we discuss the reasons why operators are launching IT renewal
programs.
Operators are demanding a faster time-to-market
Telcos are under constant pressure from fast-moving Internet players that
are not only threatening their core revenue streams, but are also doing it in a
fundamentally different manner. We see this in how telcos have traditionally
developed product features. Internet players have perfected an approach where
they first release products in beta, and then incrementally and rapidly add
product features to it. This approach helps them incorporate user feedback rapidly
back into the system. For instance, Google’s most popular services including
Gmail and Google Talk had the beta label for over five years, during which time
Google made multiple rapid iterations of product features, while still having a
strong base product available to consumers2. On the other hand, telco product
testing and launch typically takes months and product iterations subsequent to
launch are usually few. This is changing in recent times. For instance, Telefónica,
which acquired social networking site Tuenti in August 2010, rapidly launched
a low-cost invitation-only Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) using the
brand by December 20103. The need for rapid turnaround in terms of launching
services is putting increasing pressure on IT systems.
Reducing costs is a high priority area for telcos
Another major challenge for telecom operators is coping with the rising cost
of maintaining IT systems. In comparison to other sectors, players in the
telecom sector already spend a significant amount on information technology
(see Figure 1). Global telco spend on IT systems is estimated to increase from
around $71 billion in 2008 to over $86 billion by 20144. Such rising costs of IT
are forcing operators to take a closer look at ways and means to control it.
Growing costs of operations are forcing operators to look at new models involving
infrastructure sharing and network outsourcing. Multiple telcos have also
initiated cost rationalization programs in order to ensure that they use the recent
financial slowdown as a good driver for removing superfluous costs.
Proliferation of multiple systems and platforms is hindering growth
Over the years, telco IT systems have grown into multiple disparate platforms for
a variety of reasons. Most major telecom operators have grown to their current
market position after a series of mergers and acquisitions. Each such transaction
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Bespoke Processes: Home grown processes developed by operators not based on any industry standard.
PC World, Google Removes ‘Beta’ Label from Gmail, Calendar, Other Services, July 2009.
Telecom Paper, Telefónica’s Tuenti launches MVNO in Spain, December 2010.
Gartner, Forecast: Enterprise IT Spending by Vertical Industry Market Worldwide, 4Q10 Update, 2010.
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brings with it its own set of existing IT platforms that are rarely integrated back
into the parent company’s IT systems. This results in an operator running several
versions of the same system within the organization. Similarly, many product
lines within an operator typically ran in a silo fashion, implementing their own
IT systems that rarely integrated seamlessly with other product lines. This also
led to a situation where multiple IT systems began to co-exist and were developed
independently.
Another problem leading to the fragmented nature of IT systems is the lack
of maturity in commercial off-the-shelf solutions (COTS). COTS solutions
traditionally allowed only a limited amount of customization which did not
permit operators to fully benefit by installing these systems. Moreover, process
standardization was a significant challenge for telecom operators given the
lack of established and accepted industry standards for IT architectures. Such
proliferation has resulted in IT systems becoming unwieldy in time.
IT systems have not kept pace with the evolving business environment
In a scenario where most developed markets are nearing saturation, the industry
is seeing a steady move towards consolidation and a renewed push towards
improving the customer experience. Furthermore, with the increasing role of
customer experience in retaining customers, operators are now exploring new
channels for customer care. The growing adoption of the Internet is driving
operators to launch Web-based self-service channels to augment the existing
channels such as contact centers and retail stores.
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While the business environment is seeing a substantial shift, the operations
and underlying IT systems and processes have seldom been upgraded at the
same pace. Considering the broad environmental changes in recent years, most
operators are fast reaching the limits in terms of time-to-market and total cost of
ownership of integrating new services, channels, processes and/or system stacks.
This often results in a misalignment between the business needs and IT systems
and opens a competitiveness gap for the operators (see Figure 2).

Environmental Change

Figure 2:
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There is a growing need to improve the customer experience
A growing challenge for telcos is to ensure a consistently high level of
customization across all customer experience channels. With growing customer
touch points, operators are looking to create a uniformly rich customer
experience. For instance, in the US, AT&T allows consumers to control data
plan subscription to their iPads directly through an application on their device.
Operators are looking to create such frictionless processes which therefore require
highly flexible IT systems.
Convergence of networks and services is driving the need for a new breed of
IT systems
Of late, there has been an increasing trend towards convergence of service
offerings where telcos deliver multiple services over the same access connection.
Customers appear to be increasingly comfortable in having a single operator for
voice, Internet and TV services. For instance, Virgin Media reported that more
than 60% of its cable customers received broadband Internet, television and fixed
line telephony services in 20095.
Moreover, operators are now moving towards a single network for all services.
The emergence of Next Generation Network (NGN) is allowing operators to
converge their mobile and fixed line networks. Such convergence of different
networks enables operators to reduce the cost of maintenance, while providing
enough flexibility to offer a wide array of services.

5 Virgin Media Annual Report 2009.
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While operators are addressing the need for network and service convergence,
most operators are not structurally transforming their business support systems
to respond effectively to these changes. Instead, they are showing a preference
for evolutionary and focused tactics. Most telcos have typically launched new
channels, partners, products or services by adding new IT stacks “on top” of
legacy billing and customer care systems without real efforts at portfolio cleaning.
Such initiatives are increasing the complexity in managing the existing processes
and systems of an operator. This is resulting in compelling operators towards
IT transformation in order to bring their IT systems up-to-date with the rapidly
changing operational requirements (see Figure 3).
The mature state of COTS solutions offers a strong case for their usage
A number of operators including American major AT&T, which relied on custommade IT systems, have traditionally faced high costs for IT development and
maintenance6. With margins coming under pressure, operators are now looking
to transform their IT systems from current custom-made solutions to lower cost
systems. COTS solutions offer significant cost advantages over custom-made
solutions, due to research, development and maintenance costs being spread over
a large number of implementations.

6 Billing and OSS World, Case Study: AT&T’s Migration to Service-Oriented Architecture, 2005.
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Large vendors such as Amdocs, Oracle and Comverse are ensuring a strong
supply of COTS solutions in the market. Although the maturity of different
business support systems/operations support systems (BSS/OSS) components
vary, some of them such as billing and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) have
reached a high degree of maturity in terms of the level of functionality provided
by different vendors and adoption by various operators (see Figure 4). For
instance, billing solutions from various vendors today cover all aspects of rating,
mediation and partner settlement.
Figure 4:
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However, the market still lacks the availability of complete suites of various BSS/
OSS components from a single vendor, driving operators to prefer best-of-breed
solutions that combine components from different vendors. Consequently, some
vendors including Amdocs and Oracle are now focusing on developing end-toend solutions providing all BSS and OSS components required by the operators.
Considering these evolutions, most operators are embarking on IT transformation
programs. However, in these implementations the main challenge is to create
a comprehensive business plan and business case, besides addressing the IT
complexity that is required to manage in the course of the transformation.
In the next section, we take a look at the building blocks of a successful IT
transformation program.
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3 Building Blocks of
a Successful Business
Transformation
In order to respond to the rapid environmental changes in the industry, operators
need to revisit their IT strategy. The changing business environment requires
operators to make key changes in their processes and IT architecture. In this
section we discuss the main building blocks of an IT renewal program (see
Figure 5).
Figure 5:
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IT architecture and solution implementation
IT architecture and solution implementation is an important component in the
assessment of the readiness for a transformation. It provides the key interaction
point and alignment with the roadmap of the IT integrator. Key readiness aspects
that need to be in place in order to perform an efficient and effective IT release
process need to be defined beforehand. This includes synchronized roadmaps
between business and IT, where each step in the IT transformation phase
generates true business value. Furthermore the process should ensure that all the
stakeholders are aligned on a common platform.
Business architecture and processes
The rationale behind the creation of the business architecture and processes
stream is the need to prioritize the area where the bulk of the delivery work will
need to be performed during the transformation. The different elements that need
to be designed are: scoping and defining the business requirements approach,
business process re-engineering based upon the best-of-suite processes, business
data management and metrics and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
Transformation governance and policies
The need for business and IT alignment as well as the integration of the solution
editor and/or solution integrator within the operator requires a specific focus on
the transformation governance and policies. These include organization model
and business/IT arbitration.
The right set-up of the transformation governance and policies is critical for a
successful transformation. It requires not only looking at the governance but
also involves setting up the necessary governance structures, decision making
processes, policies and monitoring of the transformation progress and realized
benefits. It describes the structure, processes, organization, planning and
IT Renewal: A Business Transformation
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transformation KPIs. The whole transformation is then phased and steered
through the design and follow-up of a global transformation roadmap aligning
all the streams in order to reach the right level of transformation readiness. The
important aspect here is that the roadmap must combine and synchronize both
business and IT roadmaps. At each phase there should be a clear deployment that
generates business value.
The other key component of the transformation governance is arbitration. It
needs to guarantee timely and effective business decisions, specifically in the
context of a best-of-suite driven IT solution implementation. Arbitration must
be done after multi-dimension analysis in order to reconcile the short- and longterm views, internal and external benefits and financial performance. By having
the arbitration process running in parallel to all business requirement gathering
activities, a fitness for use delivery is guaranteed while managing out-of-the-box
compliance at the same time.
Change and communication
Change and communication is crucial in generating the necessary buy-in,
motivation and mobilization amongst the different stakeholders in order to
achieve common appreciation of goals and commitment in working towards it. It
also underpins the transition of an organization from the current state to target
state aiming at empowering employees to accept and embrace changes in their
current business environment. Within this stream it will be crucial to set up a
change and communication plan that will identify all the necessary actions and
measures to ensure change readiness, involvement, commitment and acceptance
by all the different stakeholders, both business as well as IT.
Organization design, competencies and training
Changes to business processes will result in the need to learn new process
sequences and tasks, and potentially new skills, roles, responsibilities and new
ways of working within the organization. Competency development should fulfill
these needs all along the transformation and should be considered up-front. The
training plan should describe the training approach and the training program
required to provide operator staff with the skills to guide the IT transformation.
This program must be closely aligned to the To-Be organization’s design and
culture, to the related processes and procedures, as well as to the new roles, tasks,
responsibilities.

Advancements in IT
systems have not kept
pace with changes in
business environment

Migration and transition management
Three migration scenarios essentially arise in any large transformation. In the
first scenario, enterprises build the new IT infrastructure by prioritizing urgent
evolutions, and progressively evolve to support business and technology/network
evolution. In the second scenario, which represents a turnkey solution with a
“big bang” migration, enterprises build the new IT and migrate in “one shot”
the existing business to the new environment and then enhance the system.
In the third scenario, which is essentially a turnkey solution with incremental
migration, enterprises build the new IT beside the legacy systems in order to
provide a new, robust, end-to-end solution, designed for innovation and business
strategy and later on migrate existing business according to priorities.
Once a decision is made on the migration strategy, both business and IT aspects
have to be detailed and synchronized. All transformation dimensions have to be
re-considered, planned and tested in such an exercise.
Business and IT simplification
Business and IT simplification is a crucial element in a successful transformation
program. Business and IT simplification guidelines and decisions should be based
upon the effects of the overall business case. It encompasses simplification of the
organization, products, channels, communication methods, terminologies, and
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processes from hypotheses testing over design and planning to execution and
validation.

The need to create a
uniformly rich customer
experience is a key
driver for IT system
transformation

A key element while planning the IT renewal program is to simplify the IT
architecture through application rationalization and integration of different
applications for data consistency. Software application rationalization can help
operators achieve significant reduction in the overall IT costs as it results in
lower development and maintenance costs. A simplified IT system will also
enable operators to gain competitive advantage by reducing the time-to-market
for new services. For example, in efforts to simplify and transform its IT systems,
KPN implemented Oracle’s Application Integration Architecture to enable the
integration of its billing and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems
thereby accelerating the time-to-market for new products and services by 30%7.
The ability of an operator to reach its total cost of ownership (TCO) and time-tomarket business objectives while keeping the transition as transparent as possible
for its customers is closely linked to the capacity to change quickly and adapt
itself. In order to do so, operators should focus on critical business simplification
and transformation areas including product catalogue, product lifecycle, project
portfolio, organizational design and opportunity scouting.
Commercial roadmap and innovation
In the course of the IT transformation program, new products and services
and technical innovations will have to be incorporated in the operational and
IT infrastructure. A set of rules have to be defined to decide on whether to
incorporate these innovations in the incumbent or replacement infrastructure.
Additionally, the inception of new innovations needs to be stimulated and
consequently new structures and methodologies should be developed.
In the next section, we conclude the paper with insights on what constitutes a
successful IT transformation program and highlight the potential pitfalls of which
operators should be aware.

7 Oracle Customer Case Study, KPN Drives a Customer-Centric Approach and Simplifies IT Systems with Prebuilt Integrations,
2009.
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4 Key Success Factors for a
Winning IT Transformation
Program
IT transformations, at
their core, are business
transformations

A winning IT renewal program requires the successful coming together of various
elements in order to ensure completeness, secure delivery readiness and manage
risks.
Any IT transformation is firstly a business transformation
Almost systematically, IT transformations are initiated and initially driven within
the offices of the Chief Information Officer (CIO) or Chief Financial Officer
(CFO). However, IT transformation objectives are generally divergent in terms
of delivery priorities and planning from short/mid-term sales and marketing
objectives. At the end, the To-Be solution must serve business objectives and be
used by customers and partners themselves in addition to internal business and
IT operations. To ensure full company commitment, realistic qualitative and
quantitative business objectives and KPIs must drive the transformation.
The success of a transformation lies in its design, partner selection and its
kick-off phase
The program design phase plays a crucial role along with solution and partner
selection in realization of the objectives. Specific attention encompassing all
business and IT change dimensions should be set in the initial 100 days of the
transformation. This design period must not only build confidence in the solution
in the various stakeholders and in the transformation path, but also deliver early
results and reveal unknowns and gaps requiring specific focus to secure the
full transformation program delivery. Not identifying them early enough will
dramatically increase the failure rate.
Senior management commitment is paramount for success
Considering the scope, impact and risks of an IT transformation, it is essential
to create up-front alignment on vision and objectives across departments. CxOs
should build, share and commit on a clear picture of the To-Be situation and
the business and personal benefits the transformation will bring to customers,
partners and their own departments. They must then translate it into qualitative
and quantitative objectives for all individuals involved in the transformation and
ensure direct support and the right empowerment. CxOs and transformation
leaders must more than all “walk the talk” as they are de facto the first level of
change agents within the organization and will be regarded as such within their
own department.
Constant focus on To-Be state is necessary
A continuous focus on To-Be target leads to the complete realization of all
transformation benefits. However a focus on To-Be requires additional efforts in
designing a realistic transformation path.
People change management needs to be addressed right from the start
With transformation programs typically impacting the bulk of a company’s
workforce, it becomes imperative that companies have a strong focus on change
management. It requires companies to design and plan a clear change strategy
and roadmap integrating progressively all the stakeholders right at the start and
then constantly managing change through well structured orchestration during
the program delivery. Correctly skilled transformation teams and change agents
must be identified, incentivized, trained and coached as effective transformation
happens only from the inside.
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Effective engagement with partners is a pre-requisite for successful delivery
Transformation programs are long and painful. It is the capacity and the
commitment of the involved third-party partners to successfully overcome
program difficulties as one team that will build the successful conditions for
transformation delivery. Reaching such equilibrium requires at least two key
conditions. It requires the development of a true win-win partnership where
all parties are contractually incentivized to do everything possible to deliver
the program. The collaboration and program governance must reflect this
situation. On the other hand, the up-front definition, communication and
close management of strict roles and responsibilities in program activities
and deliverables must be enforced. A collaborative approach will help the
transformation stakeholders to achieve better, faster, more sustainable results
through seamless interactions and collaboration-focused methods and tools.

Senior management belief
and commitment to a
transformation program is
critical

Strong business arbitration safeguards need to be established
A key challenge during large transformation programs is to quickly resolve
disagreements that might arise between stakeholders. In such cases it becomes
important that both parties come to a quick agreement against the defined
KPIs in order to ensure that the business objectives and overall timelines of the
program are not impacted. A clear and timely arbitration process up to CxO level
must therefore be set up involving business, IT and integration/solution partners.
To ensure that decisions are driven by the business case, systematic evaluation
and decision of the business and IT scenario impacts is required.
Industry standards should be put at the center of IT renewal
For the success of IT renewal programs, it is necessary for operators to change
the fundamental way of planning the different processes and IT systems.
Traditionally, operators have tended to put business and their requirements at the
center of IT development. Each operator typically developed systems in line with
their own understanding and requirement. However, today both business and
IT should orient towards accepted industry standards in defining requirements,
processes and solutions. Processes and IT systems based on industry standards
such as the Enhanced Telecom Operations Map (eTOM)8 result in significant
improvement in operational efficiency as standards are based on industry best
practices incorporating a large number of business situations and capitalize on
vast practical experience. Also, standards can help operators in streamlining
processes across different business units as these are easier to understand and
implement across different teams. Implementing standardized processes can
help operators reduce the TCO of their IT systems as most IT products today are
based on industry frameworks. BSS solutions such as Siebel and Clarify are based
on eTOM. Operators following the eTOM standard can quickly implement such
solutions without any customization, reducing the TCO and implementation
time.
In conclusion, a successful IT renewal program requires an understanding and
appreciation that it is, at its core, a business transformation program, requiring
companies to systematically take a series of steps aimed at achieving their stated
goal.
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